
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: MASTERTON RACING CLUB Date: Saturday 26 March 2016 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Dead 4 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chair); G Whiterod and B Bateup 
Typist: P Penketh 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: LADY PINOT;  KARAVALI;  ESTIMATE;  O’REILLY’S DANCER; STAR EMERALD; NYMPH MONTE; 

LONGCHAMP; KEILIB 
 

Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  8 M Singh (PERFECTLYENCHANTED) – shifting ground when not clear 638 (1)(d) 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  7 PAUA EYES must barrier trial 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race  7 
7 

CLUBS CHOICE - @ 4.05pm – vets advice 
PAUA EYES - @ 4.05pm – vets advice 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BALANCE / MATAHIWI VINEYARDS MAIDEN 1000 

MYSTIGAN (H Andrew) raced greenly in the early stages and shortly after the start shifted in abruptly tightening FABIO (H 
Tinsley) and MASTER PLATINUM (J RIDDELL) which in turn made contact with MACHA (R Hannam).  Contributing also to 
the tightening was outward movement by LADY PINOT (L Hemi). 
ELUSIVE BEN (D Hirini) was inclined to hang outwards going into the first bend dictating LADY PINOT over extra ground. 
MYSTIGAN continued to race greenly throughout. 
TAWERA NIKAU (M Cropp) and DAME WYNNIE (M Dravitzki) were both slow away. 
PLATINUM MONARCH (M Tanaka) was eased near the 700 metres and went back onto MACHA which had to steady off 
that runner’s heels. 
TOULOUSE (R Goldsbury) hung outwards around the top bend and early part of the home straight. 
FABIO required veterinary attention post-race after receiving a laceration to the near side foreleg. 
R Goldsbury was dislodged from TOULOUSE when returning to the enclosure and was subjected to a medical examination 
before continuing with her rides for the day. 
 

Race 2 PER INCANTO LA STUD MAIDEN 2YO 1000 

DUTROW (L Hemi) was slow away. 
KARAVALI (M Dravitzki) and SHEZACHOUX (R Hannam) bumped for several strides early in the home straight. 



 

 

DUTROW had to be straightened when inclined to shift out near the 100 metres. 
 

Race 3 TUI LAGER R65 1600 

NESSUM DORMA (H Tinsley) was slow away. 
When questioned regarding the performance of GOBSTOPPER which began to give ground across the top after racing in 
the lead, J Riddell could offer no excuse.  A subsequent veterinary inspection revealed no abnormality. Trainer A Campbell 
advised that GOBSTOPPER would be spelled. 
 

Race 4 GREENLEES PRINT SINCE 1961 MAIDEN 1600 

PERANTO underwent a veterinary examination at the start after making contact with a gate on leaving the birdcage. 
FULLY INFECTED (M Cropp) shifted out abruptly on jumping away resulting in tightening to KEEPING FAITH (K Smith). 
CARRINGTON PARK (D Hirini) was slow away. 
LONG SHOT (H Andrew) raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
DIVERSITY (T Johnson) was held up rounding the turn prior to gaining clear running in the home straight.  Rider T Johnson 
reported that DIVERSITY hung out from the 800 metres onwards. 
O’REILLY’S DANCER (J Riddell) shifted out making contact with JUDITH KATE (R Hannam) near the 100 metres. 
 

Race 5 FAGAN FORD R65 2050 

TICKET CLIPPER (M Dravitzki) blundered on jumping away unbalancing the rider and settled back. 
MASTER THOMAS (T Johnson) jumped out at the start. 
PRIORITISE (K Smith) began awkwardly and shifted out hampering ECHEZEAUX (H Tinsley). 
MASTER THOMAS got up on heels near the 1400 metres and when being steadied slipped behind and became momentarily 
unbalanced. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of STAR EMERALD, the stable representative advised that in her 
opinion the mare derived the benefit of a more experienced rider on this occasion. 
 

Race 6 KURIPUNI SPORTS BAR AND TAB MASTERTON CUP 

Nothing to report 
 

Race 7 PGG WRIGHTSON R75 1000 

PAUA EYES (H Andrew) became fractious in the gate, scaled the front of the gate and in doing so triggered  the release of 
the adjoining gates.  PAUA EYES then escaped and galloped some distance before being declared a late scratching at 
4.05pm.  Trainer M Johnson was advised that PAUA EYES must barrier trial before next racing. 
CLUBS CHOICE (M Dravitzki)  which was in an adjacent stall began prematurely and dislodged the rider a short distance 
later before galloping some distance and being declared a late scratching at 4.05pm also. 
In this incident both AUXSOELUSIVE (R Goldsbury) and BALLYBAY (L Hemi) both in adjoining stalls also began prematurely 
but were restrained and returned to the start where both underwent veterinary examinations before being declared fit to 
start. 
Both H Andrew and M Dravitzki were uninjured. 
The starting gates were then tested prior to reloading commencing. As a result this event was approximately 10 minutes 
late starting. 
ALDEBARAN STAR (T Johnson), LONGCHAMP (J Riddell) and THEDEPOT (D Hirini) were all slow away. 
PLATINUM EXPRESS (R Hannam) and BALLYBAY (L Hemi) both shifted out under pressure over the final stages. 
When questioned into the run of DIAMOND CUT, H Tinsley was of the opinion that the pace of the race was too quick for 
the mare and after racing handy, had little left at the finish. H Tinsley was of the opinion DIAMOND CUT would benefit with 
the run. 
 

Race 8 LVN WOOLBUYERS R75 1600 

The start of this race was deferred 6 mins due to the delay in the previous event. 
BROADWALK made contact with the gate leaving the enclosure and underwent a veterinary examination at the barrier. 
COOL HAND DUKE (J Riddell) raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
CRACKLING ROSIE (D Hirini) raced wide throughout. 
COOL HAND DUKE (J Riddell) was hampered near the 200 metres when PERFECTLYENCHANTED (M Singh) shifted out in 
search of clear running.  BROADWALK (H Tinsley) which was racing to the outside of COOL HAND DUKE also had to steady 
in this incident.  M Singh was issued with a warning. 

 


